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Welcome
Welcome to your Conference in the mainland’s biggest city of Christchurch
Welcome to Christchurch - the gateway to Canterbury and New Zealand's South Island! Here,
you can ski, bungy jump, hike, mountain bike, raft, surf, swim, golf, see whales, dolphins and
seals, visit wineries and gardens, shop, be entertained and awed, and so much more, all within 2
hours of Christchurch.
We planned to hold our coference at the boutique venue of The Piano. The Piano has an
awesome auditorium for our Business Day Out and the conference sessions and lots of areas for
our Trades to display their wares. The Piano is nestled right in the heart of Christchurch central
to everything.

Thursday 26 July - concurrent Workshops
Be there early.
Workshop #1 Olivier Tric Advanced Ceramics 234 Kilmore Street
8.30-4.30pm
Workshop #2 Dr Frank Zimmerling Duchenne 236 Springfield Road
8.30-4.30pm
Workshop #3 Business Day Out The Piano 156 Armagh Street
8.00-4.30pm
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Thursday 26 July Business Day Out

Time

Speaker

7.30am

Registrations

8.00am

Opening Address

The Piano

8:15am

Damien Fahey

9.15am
9:45am

Mark Pfeifer
Morning tea

Succession Planning & Business Sale
Strategies
Accounting – Cashflows
Trade Display

10:15am
11:15am

Mark Pfeifer
Karl Waretini

12:15am
12:35pm

Bruce Hamilton
Lunch

Know thy numbers grow thy numbers
Strategies for Success with Karl Waretini
(aka Kuz the crayon coach)
Westpac
Trade Display

1:30pm

Simon Parker

Insurance - Managing your risk

2:00pm
2:45pm

Tony Munro
Afternoon Tea

Retirement – Planning for your future
Trade Display

3:15pm
4:00pm
4:30pm

Jeremy Wilson
Tom Downs
Meet the students

Directions - Branding and Advertising
Health and wellbeing

5:30pm

Drinks with the
Trades

The Piano

afterwards
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Sponsor Topic
Trade Display

The Piano

Optional - head down to Bamboozled
151 Cambridge Terrace - 6 minute walk for a
meal. Pay for yourself.
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Friday 27 July

Time

Speaker

Sponsor

Topic

7.30am

Registration

The Piano

Trade Display

8:15am

Mrs Leah Taylor

NZIDT President's
Welcome

8.30am

Keynote address –
Dr Frank
Zimmerling
Mr. John Batchelor

Opening Address - The Shape of
things to come
The How – The Digital Denture
workflow

9:30am

10:25am Morning tea
10:55am Peter Anastasia

11:40am Keynote – Olivier
Tric

12:40pm Lunch
1:40pm

Digital Dentures – Case studies and
The Shape of Things to Come
Trade Display
Occlusal Therapy for the Edentulous
Patient – When to use and How to
adjust with case studies
The Alchemy of Dental Technology;
Part 1 – An objective analysis on the
current challenges faced by dental
technicians.
Trade Display

3:00pm

Keynote address –
Dr Frank
Zimmerling
Otago University
DCT student
presentation – Ali
Aman
Afternoon Tea

Digital Denture Applications –
different approaches, indications,
including Dr Abe’s SEMCD technique.
Rehabilitation of an edentulous
patient with non-attached
mandibular mucosa and a flabby
maxillary ridge.
Trade Display
special coffee sponsorship

3:30pm

Judith Zwenger

Milling – What are the indications,
advantages, disadvantages, Amann
Girrbach denture system including the
shape of the future including partial
denture design and manufacture.

4:30pm

Kulzer Cocktail
hour
Trams to the Gala
Dinner

Drinks with the Trades

2:40pm

6.00pm

7:00pm
6

Gala Dinner and
band

Meet outside at tram stop 17 on
New Regent Street 6.00pm and
6.30pm. See maps above.
The Art Gallery
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Saturday 28 July

Time

Speaker

8.00am

Trade Display

8.30am
8:35am

Mrs. Leah Taylor
Craig Metcalfe and
Jim Collins – AMS

9:20am

Keynote – Olivier
Tric

Sponsor

Topic
Special coffee sponsorship

President's Welcome
Metal Sintering – What is it and what are
the Implications for our future?

10.20am Brent Norton

The Alchemy of Dental Technology; Part
Two – Solutions to enhance your daily
production and achieve success
Patient evaluation and informed consent.

11:15am Brunch

Trade display

12:40pm Dave Smith
1:30pm

Matteo Moro

Complete Dentures, Back to Basics A
foundation to build
Inspiration ceramic layering technique.

2:15pm

End of session

AGM set up

2:25pm

NZIDT Annual
General Meeting

The Piano Auditorium
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Speakers

Keynote - Dr Frank Zimmerling sponsored by Ivoclar
Thursday Workshop topic –Showing the whole workflow live
Conference Sessions
“The How – The Digital Denture workflow”
Outcome delegates gaining an understanding of the digital denture workflow and what is required.
“Digital Dentures – The shape of things to come including Dr Abe’s Suction Effective Mandibular Complete
Denture”
Demonstrating the different approaches for different indications giving an overview of equipment, materials
and Digital strategy’s.
Biography
1993-1998 Study of dentistry at the dental school of the university of Würzburg (Germany)
1998
Graduation and approbation as dentist
1999
Assistant dentist in private clinic
1999-2002 Research assistant/ assistant dentist at the dental school of the University Bonn (Germany) –
Departments of Prosthodontics, preclinical education and experimental dentistry
2003
Doctorate degree (Dr. med. dent.)
2003-2009 Private clinic in Köln/Cologne (Germany)
2005-2009 Lecturer/Trainer for direct composit layering (Vanini technic ),
adhesive techniques and Advanced Endontic System (A.E.T.)
since 2010 Manager Professional Services at Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Liechtenstein
International lecturer and trainer at the ICDE (International Center for Dental Education) in Schaan
(Liechtenstein)
BPS® Master-Instructor clinical
SEMCD Instructor (since 11/2016)
Memberships: DGZMK, DGPro, DGAZ
Dr. med. dent. Frank Zimmerling
Manager Professional Services
Removable Prosthetics
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Keynote - Olivier Tric
Thursday All Day Workshop Session:
Workshop Title –Mastering Anterior Layering of Lithium Disilicate
Crowns
Join Olivier Tric for a work shop and experience his philosophy, methodology and passion,
and master his techniques. He believes using lithium disilicate (LiSi Initial) to fabricate crowns is an excellent restorative
solution for approaching the beauty of nature. Thus he will be describing in detail framework design to ensure high
strength and longevity of the crowns and will demonstrate different layering techniques for different teeth and ages of
patients. He will also be sharing his practical photography knowledge for excellent and accurate shade taking and
communication.
This will be an intensive day, covering all the key steps in the fabrication process while also encouraging the attendees to
ask questions throughout the day to facilitate discussion and exchange. Everyone will have a chance to provide insight and
their own experiences, and Olivier will be providing tips and tricks to achieve the quintessence of the optical properties of
this innovative and modern material and to solve any situation you may encounter in your own laboratory.
The following steps will be covered in depth:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tips to select the appropriate ingots to enhance aesthetic while maximizing strength
Shade taking techniques and intra-oral photography basics
Layering techniques to control your color and mimic the subtleties of nature
Creating internal effects to create depth and enhance the dynamic of the porcelain
Contouring and texturing to match natural dentition, and to create illusion of different shapes and sizes of teeth
to add harmony to the smile
Glazing and mechanical polishing to achieve perfect luster
Etching techniques to encourage a stronger bond and clinical longevity
And much more!

Conference Sessions
The profession of Dental Technology is in the middle of a metamorphosis. In this lecture Olivier Tric will offer insights on
the current trends and the direction the dental profession is taking. He covers his recipe for achieving excellence on a daily
basis through an extensive analysis of his clinical cases. He also defines his strategy for longterm success that will help you
reach a new level in your work quality, efficiency, marketing, and communication.

Biography
Olivier Tric began his studies in France at the College of Leonardo De Vinci and the University of Pharo while concurrently
pursuing an apprenticeship in Dental Technology. After a 5 year apprenticeship, he launched a 15+ year career devoted to
a thorough understanding of the principles of dental aesthetics and the mastery of specialized techniques in dental
laboratory technology. His specialties include all facets of porcelain restorations on both natural teeth and
osseointegrated implants. He is recognized by his peers as a pioneer in the industry by developing new and unique
methodologies that are taught worldwide.
Olivier is widely published on the topic of ceramic layering techniques and aesthetic dentistry in industry journals such as
Dental Dialogue, Practical Procedures & Aesthetic Dentistry and Quintessence Dental Technology. He is currently working
on his textbook where he will expose all of the knowledge he has gathered throughout his career and all of the tools that
will help technicians and dentists of all levels to improve their work daily. It will be published in Spring
2017. Olivier also serves on the Editorial Board for Spectrum Dialogue, and Teamwork Magazine. His professional
affiliations include Design Technique International (DTI), Oral Design International Foundation, and others. Mr. Tric is a
highly respected lecturer and educator, teaching hands-on courses to dentists and technicians throughout the United
States, Canada and Europe. He is regularly consulted by leading Dental Manufacturers and Laboratories for input on new
product development. He currently operates Olivier Tric Dental Laboratory and Educational Center in the Chicago suburb
of Elmhurst, Illinois.
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John Batchelor
Conference Session

Digital Dentures – Case studies and The Shape of Things to Come

Biography
John Batchelor has been involved in dental technology since 1979. His company Duchenne Dental
Services is situated in Christchurch, New Zealand employing a team of 25 in the areas of clinical
dental technology, orthodontics and prosthetics. He has lectured in Australia and New Zealand. A fundamental philosophy
of Duchenne Dental Service is to keep up with trends and technology ‘s along with passing gained knowledge on via their
teaching facilities. He is married to an orthodontist and has two children. Over the past six years he has been watching the
trend of the digital age on dental technology while integrating the digital work flow into their orthodontic and prosthetic
practices.

Peter Anastasia
Conference Session
Occlusal Therapy for the Edentulous Patient – When to use and How to adjust with case studies.
The Temporomandibular Joint is probably the most complex joint in the human body. Edentulous patients can still suffer
from Temporomandibular Disorder (TMD). TMD is the result of problems with the jaw, jaw joint (or TMJ), and surrounding
facial muscles. Discrepancies in the bite can cause problems in the jaw joints and the muscles that control the opening and
closing of the jaws. Occlusal Therapy encourages the articulate discs to move back into alignment and support the muscles
in the face. It will Restore the patients Vertical Dimension and Centric Relation as well as relieve TMJ disorder symptoms.
Clinical and technical techniques will be discussed showing successful case studies treating TMD in edentulous patients

Biography
Having started in the dental industry as a Dental Technician in 1998, Peter built his experience and reputation over many
years having operated a certified BPS® dental laboratory focusing on quality removable prosthetics, which serviced over
60 dentists and dental specialists from across Queensland and parts of Australia.
In 2010, Peter extended his qualifications from Dental Technician to Dental Prosthetist and upon graduation he was
awarded the Karl Ring Award for Clinical Excellence. Peter is recognised as a certified BPS® clinician and is highly skilled in
precision denture techniques.
His passion for continuing education has kept him at the forefront in the field of Dental Prosthetics. He has travelled to
Japan to study the teachings of Dr Jiro Abe and has become a Dr Abe SEMCD Instructor. He has also completed the
Implant Overdenture course, Swiss Denture Concept course, the CQR Denture Technique course and has
lectured locally as well as overseas on Occlusal Therapy for Edentulous Patients.
He is registered with the Dental Board of Australia and is a member of the Australian Dental Prosthetists’
Association.

Ali Aman
Conference Session
Rehabilitation of a edentulous patient with non-attached mandibular mucosa and a flabby
maxillary ridge

Biography
10
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Ali Aman originally from Afghanistan moved to New Zealand in 2002 . He is currently pursuing Postgraduate Clinical
Dental Technology studies at the University of Otago.
He also has a wide interest in crown and bridge and orthodontics. He graduated high school with involvement in the Board
of Trustees, national under 16 football representative squad and Deputy Head Boy. He got awarded a University of Otago
Alumni Scholarship in 2014 and started first year dental technology in 2014. Throughout his university years Ali has been
actively involved in the Muslim University Student Association as well as being an Ambassador for Dental Technology,
promoting dental technology within the wider community and schools. His passion to learn is exemplified in his recent
International Association of Dental Research publication.
While studying dental technology Ali Aman has been keeping active during his university breaks working in Melbourne
and Christchurch labs to expand his skills. In the future, he hopes to form a charitable organisation promoting dental
health care to help those less fortunate members of the community, both locally and internationally. Ali’s main goal is to
continue to learn and deliver his patients the best he can offer.

Judith Zwenger
Conference Session
Wet or Dry Milling – What are the indications, advantages, disadvantages,
Amann Girrbach denture system including the shape of the future including
partial denture design and manufacture.

Biography
Judith Zwenger
Regional Director
Asia Pacific, India & Australasia
Amann Girrbach Asia Pte. Ltd.
Judith Zwenger is Regional Director of Amann Girrbach Asia Pte Ltd for Asia-Pacific, India and Australasia Regions. In her
capacity as Regional Director she has overall responsibility for Amann Girrbach’s entire business in those regions.
Before Amann Girrbach re-structured the management team in June 2012, Judith represented Amann Girrbach as regional
manager in South-East Asia, Australia, New Zealand, India, Pakistan as well as the Middle East region.
Judith lived in Singapore for 7 years from where she established Amann Girrbach’s sales and distribution infrastructure in
Asia Pacific and the Middle East from 2004 to 2011. In 2011 Amann Girrbach Asia Pte Ltd was established in Singapore.
Previously Judith lived in Japan for 2 years where she supported the Amann Girrbach distributors as a consultant.
She started her career at Girrbach Dental Company as sales representative in 1995 and was promoted in 1997 to Product
Manager covering Western Europe until her relocation to Japan in 2001.
Judith is a graduated dental technician who studied dental technology in Koblenz, Germany for 3.5 years before working
as dental technician and lab manager from 1984 to 1994 focusing on C&B works and specialized in ceramics and
comprehensive telescope and implant restorations. She has also been a lecturer at Dental Universities and distinguished
speaker at dental conferences across the Asia Pacific and Middle East Regions.
As a pioneer in dental CAD/CAM technology Amann Girrbach is one of the leading innovators and preferred full-service
providers in digital dental prosthetics. With its high degree of expertise in development and commitment to customer
orientation, the ambitious company from Vorarlberg, Austria, creates sophisticated system solutions for tomorrow’s
practice routine.
Maximum customer satisfaction and a constantly increasing number of partners in over 90 countries worldwide speaks for
itself. Amann Girrbach has long since proved itself in the global dental sector as a guarantee for the highest quality
innovative material, excellent quality products and sophisticated system solutions.
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Craig Metcalfe and Jim Collins
Conference Session
Metal Sintering – What is it and what are the Implications for our future?
To France and back again in seven days, not a hobbit’s tail.
Jim Collins and Craig Metcalfe will take you on a journey of additive
technology. Discussing dental and other applications, they will look at how additive technologies apply to manufacturing
in New Zealand. They will explore production methods and finishing techniques. Discussing their experiences and
challenges, they will offer an insight to possibilities for the future that will help dental laboratories considering digital
dentistry and how this can be incorporated into their practice.

Biography
Jim Collins is the 3D Strategic Sales Manager at Fuji Xerox New Zealand and has been a member of the Fuji Xerox team for
over twelve years. He started his career at Fuji Xerox as an engineer and now specialises in 3D manufacturing solutions and
commercial applications. Jim works with a broad range of industries and brings in-depth knowledge of how 3D technology
is utilised in manufacturing parts and equipment.

Brent Norton
Conference Session
Patient Evaluation and informed Consent

Biography
Brent was one of the first three to qualify through the new clinical program at the University of
Otago in 1999 where he graduated with distinction.
Brent has been practicing in private practice for 18 years and has been involved in many aspects of the dental community
including the development of a clinical software program to help clinicians maintain their competence, compliance and
patient management care.

Dave Smith
Conference Session
“Complete Dentures, Back to Basics A foundation to build on!”

Biography
David trained as a Dental Technician, graduating in 1986. Working in Commercial Dental
Laboratories learning all aspects of Dental Technology a passion for Prosthetics developed.
In 1992 David graduated as a Dental Prosthetist, and has been working in Private practices or the
past 25 years, with his wife and business partner, Kim, successfully running two Practices and a Dental Laboratory.
On going professional development lead to educational opportunities resulting in David becoming an accredited Clinical
and Technical BPS Trainer following successful examinations in Schaan, Liechtenstein.
Recently David was accredited by Dr Jiro Abe as a Clinical SEMCD Trainer, which will lead to SEMCD courses being held in
the Byron Hinterland of Australia, the place David and his family call home.
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Matteo Moro
Presentation
How to overcome the limits of the classical layering technique

Biography
Matteo Moro is a master dental ceramist, owner of the dental atelier icon.moro in Wellington.
Specializing in anteriors and implant all ceramic restorations with a bio-emulation approach focused in the customisation
of each case.
“Do not only practice your art , but force your way into it’s secrets” is a quote of L.V. Beethoven that inspired Matteo in
the research and development of a new
layering technique and build-up style.

Sponsors
NZIDT gratefully acknowledges the generous sponsors of the Christchurch Conference 2018

Main sponsors
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Other sponsors
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EXHIBITOR BOOTH LISTING
Stand Numbers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10,11
12
13
14
15

15

Company
Kulzer Australia Pty Ltd
Ivoclar Vivadent
Dentsply Sirona
Flex Dental/Demko - Valplast
GSK Consumer Healthcare
New Zealand Couriers
Oraltec NZ Ltd
Amann Girrbach
AMS/Fuji
Henry Schein Dental
Vecodent
Dental Axess
Dentech Lab Supplies
Pacific Dental Supplies
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EXHIBITOR LISTINGS
STAND 1 Kulzer Korner
KULZER AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
Unit 32, 11-21 Underwood Rd
Homebush
NSW 2140
Telephone:
Website:
Contact name:
Email:

+61 (02) 9764 5222
www.kulzer.com
Jason Gallagher
Jason.gallagher@kulzer-dental.com

Heraeus Kulzer GmbH is one of the world’s leading dental companies with its headquarters in Hanau,
Germany. As a trusted partner, the company supplies dentists and dental technicians with an extensive
product range, covering cosmetic dentistry, tooth preservation, prosthetics, periodontology and digital
dentistry. More than 1,400 employees at 25 locations worldwide are driven by their expertise and
passion for the dental market and embody what the name Kulzer stands for: service, quality and
innovation. In 2013 Heraeus Kulzer’s product turnover exceeded 400 million USD.
Kulzer has been part of the Japanese Mitsui Chemicals Group since July 2013. Mitsui Chemicals Inc.
(MCI) is based in Tokyo, and has 135 affiliates with more than 14,200 employees in 27 countries
worldwide. Its innovative, practical chemical products are as much in demand in the automotive,
electronics and packaging industries as they are in other fields such as environmental protection and
healthcare.

STAND 2 The Ivoclar Room
IVOCLAR VIVADENT
PO Box 303011
North Harbour
Auckland 0751
12 Omega Street
Rosedale
Auckland 0632
Telephone:
Fax
Website:

+64 9 914 9999
+64 9 914 9990
www.ivoclarvivadent.co.nz

Ivoclar Vivadent is proud to be Major Sponsor at this year's NZIDT.
Ivoclar Vivadent is a global leader in innovative materials and processes for quality, aesthetic dentistry.
The company’s success is based on a comprehensive portfolio of products and systems, strong research
and development capabilities and a clear commitment to training and further education.
Talk to the Ivoclar Vivadent team and find out how we can help to 'Shape Your Digital Future'.
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STAND 3
DENTSPLY SIRONA
Unit 1, Building H. 4 Orbit Drive
Rosedale, Auckland, 0632
Telephone:
Fax:
Website:

+64 (0)9 476 2449
+64 (0)9 476 2449
www.dentsplysirona.com

STAND 4
FLEX DENTAL and DEMKO VALPLAST
Valplast Flexible Partials- 'The only Flexible Partial with a Valplast Life Time Unbreakable
Guarantee supplied with a New Zealand Valplast Certificate of Authenticity with a unique serial number.

www.ordervalplast.com.au
Phone: 0424426264
Yamahachi denture teeth and materials offer high quality at low prices. Dental technicians worldwide trust
Yamahachi. Talk to FLEX DENTAL today.
STAND 5
GSK CONSUMER HEALTHCARE
Telephone:
Fax:
Website:
Contact Person:
Email:

+61 407829209
+ 61 2 9684 1018
http://nz.gsk.com/
Daniel Burgess
daniel.x.burgess@gsk.com

GSK - Partnering with you in giving your patients excellent oral healthcare is what drives us. It’s what
pushes us to go further, to continue to build an innovative portfolio of solutions and support that is
underpinned by science and evolves with consumer needs. You strive to give the very best of care; GSK
Oral Health is committed to being with you every step of the way
STAND 6
NEW ZEALAND COURIERS

Debra Lloyd-Evans
Commercial Sales Manager / New Zealand Couriers Limited
d. +64 9 571 9644 / m. +64 27 224 1490
Level 2 Freightways House, 32 Botha Road, Penrose, Auckland
e. debra.lloyd-evans@nzcouriers.co.nz / w. www.nzcouriers.co.nz
Since 1964 New Zealand Couriers has been driving ahead of the competition thanks to our passionate
team, innovative systems and friendly, results-focused service.
We have been trusted by Kiwi businesses to get their deliveries sorted for over 50 years - right around
the country and the globe. Our difference is simple, we don't just deliver packages, we deliver reliability.
Our level of coverage is unmatched, with over 20 branches nationwide and 100+ "Same Day" regional
runs connecting over 500 cities and towns nationwide.
We put control and visibility of deliveries in your hands with our range of dispatch, tracking and
reporting tools - ensuring that you have the information your customers expect.
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STAND 7
ORALTEC NZ LTD
PO Box 33087
Takapuna
Auckland 0740
Telephone:
Fax:
Website:
Contact Person:
Email:

09 478 2229
09 478 2221
www.oraltec.co.nz
Robyn Mair
robyn@oraltec.co.nz

Oraltec: Your premium dental partner. New Zealand owned supplier of best-in-product-type from
exclusive manufacturers such as Kulzer, Amann Girrbach, Scheu, Yeti, Bego and Handler.
Visit the Oraltec, Amann Girrbach and Kulzer stands to see the latest and greatest in thermoforming,
digital dental and other innovative laboratory products.

STAND 8
AMANN GIRRBACH
Telephone:
Website:
Contact Person:
Email:

021 028 66386
www.amanngirrbach.com
Robyn Mair/Haruka Miwa
Haruka.Miwa@amanngirrbach.com

As a pioneer in dental CAD/CAM technology Amann Girrbach is one of the leading innovators and
preferred full-service providers in digital dental prosthetics. With its high degree of expertise in
development and commitment to customer orientation, the ambitious company from Vorarlberg, Austria,
creates sophisticated system solutions for tomorrow's practice routine.
Innovation in all product ranges but still affordable for everyone, even small laboratories; that is the
maxim of Amann Girrbach.
The future of dental technology is without doubt, digital. The satisfaction of future patients lies with
Amann Girrbach and means the highest precision, impeccable functionality, immaculate aesthetics and
comprehensive protection.

STAND 9

AMS/Fuji
email: info@amsls.co.nz
phone: Craig on 027 6726699, Stephen on 021 666163
web: amsls.co.nz

or Jim
email: jim.collins@nzl.fujixerox.com
phone: 027 285 6555
web: www.fujixerox.co.nz
AMS provides additive technology services with a particular focus on laser sintered cobalt chrome applications in
dentistry. This is a first to be established in New Zealand enabling local dental laboratories easy access to this
technology. Directors Craig and Stephen Metcalfe are able to combine a depth of experience in Dental
Technology with advanced systems engineering. AMS has formed associations with Fuji Xerox and Callaghan
Innovation providing expertise in product, services and research activities.
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STANDS 10/11
HENRY SCHEIN DENTAL
PO Box 101140
North Shore City
Auckland 0745
Telephone:
Fax:
Website:
Contact:

0800 808 855
0508 808 555
www.henryschein.co.nz
Sandy Astridge

Henry Schein Dental and our Laboratory Team are proud to support NZIDT 2018. We look forward to
meeting you on Stands 10 and 11 to chat about the latest in Dental Technology, Products and
Innovations to keep your Laboratory running smoothly and efficiently moving forward. As our Motto
says, you can “RELY ON US”

STAND 12
VECODENT
PO Box 340020
Birkenhead
Auckland 0746
Telephone:
Mobile:
Website:
Contact Person:
Email:

09 2803005
0274902307 (Olga)
www.vecodent.co.nz
Olga Voronkova

VECODENT is the exclusive distributor of ULTIMATE dental products in New Zealand. We are aiming to
provide the Best Service, Best Quality and Value for a complete range of Dental products for Dental
Laboratories.

STAND 13
DENTAL AXESS
Unit 3.6 56 Delhi Road
North Ryde
NSW 2113
Telephone:
Fax
Website:

+61 (02) 9125 4900
+61 (0)2 9870 8472
www.dentalaxess.com

Email

info@dentalaxess.com

Dental Axess is an independent integrator of CAD/CAM solutions for dental clinics and laboratories
based in Europe, Australia/New Zealand and North America. We enable customers to move from
traditional working methods to partly or fully digital workflows by providing professional consultancy,
cutting-edge products and solutions, specialist training and around-the-clock customer support.
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STAND 14
DENTECH LAB SUPPLIES LTD
P.O. Box 87-262
Auckland 1742
Telephone:
021831272 or Free phone 0800 831272
Fax:
095285806
Website:
www.dentech.co.nz
Contact Person:
Peter Wagner
Email:
peter@dentech.co.nz
NZ owned company specializing in selling only dental laboratory products.
Exclusive NZ agents for:
ELBAFORD, Australia (Caldent Denture Cleaner),
SHERA, Germany (plasters, stone, investments as well as other miscellaneous lab products)
SUNSHINE, Germany (carbide burs, diamond burs and discs).
HATHO, Germany (rotating polishing instruments),
MEGA PHYSIK, Germany (light curing tray material).
Also available: Metrodent waxes, Eve & Perla Dia polishers, Resi Diamond Burs, Luxident Denture
Brushes,

STAND 15
PACIFIC DENTAL SPECIALTIES
P O Box 12238
Ahuriri
Napier 4144
Telephone:

0800 725 245

Mobile:

0210 534 561

Fax:
Website:
Contact Person:

06 929 9826
www.pacific.specialities.co.nz
Hyll Coraj

Pacific Dental Specialties (PDS) was formed in August 2007. PDS is an Australasian independent dental
supply company positioned to bring unique, innovative solutions to the Australasian market at the best
market price. Each product is designed to make your dental procedures more efficient and cost
effective. With a combination of years of management experience in the dental implant field, our
philosophy was to source and market unique products that would benefit doctors, technicians and their
staff during their dental implant experience. PDS offers the finest in restorative and digital products
sourced from the most reliable manufacturers and suppliers throughout the world.
PDS do not just sell products – we offer clients solutions. PDS is located in both Australia and New
Zealand, allowing customers to receive timely service and support locally.
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We hope you enjoy your conference!
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